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wrestles once more with the baffling life-enigma.
But, as Spitteler himself felt in later life, there was a
danger here of his becoming inextricably entangled
in the abstract and the abstruse.
Prometheus nnd Epimetheus was followed by a very
varied literary production., a kind of tentative experi-
menting in almost every kind of literature.    Poetry'
is represented by four little volumes :   Schmetterlinge
(1889), Literarische Gleichnisse (1892), Ealladen (1896),
Glockenlieder (1906).   Only the first and the last are
really lyric;   Spitteler's  ballads  show a hankering
after epic breadth., and his "Literarische Gleichnisse harp
rather persistently on the old problem of Prometheus.
Friedli, der Kolderi (1891)  and  Conrad der   ILeutnant
(1898), are prose stories of a more or less objective
type—the latter, indeed, an experiment in Franco-
Russian realism.    Other stories,  Gustav (1892) and
Imago (1906), are definitely autobiographical.    Spitteler
always despised the novel, and it would seem as if
his contempt had reflected back upon him.    There
is a surprising lack of distinction, both in the form and
style of his stories ; it makes one think of an actor who
excels in impersonating heroic roles, but fails when
he has to present ordinary, everyday people.     I do
not even except Imago., to which writers on Spitteler
ascribe particular importance.    It is a story of the
return   of the  native—no   doubt,   Spitteler's   own
return from Russia—and his disenchantment when he
finds again the love he had idealized in his exile;
but  there  is  too   much  abstraction  in   Spitteler's
treatment of the theme;   his  heroine is  rather a
repetition of the goddess Soul in Prometheus than a
creature of flesh and blood.    Not merely does one
miss reality in the novel:  there is a lack of passion,
even idealized passion, in it.    Goethe once deplored
that the German poet Platen escaped greatness by
his want of love.    There might be some justification
in applying this stricture to Spitteler : he is no love-
poet ; his lyric poems rarely deal with erotic emotions ;

